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November 18th between 4 p.m
and 7:30p.m marked the time that
the "World" came to Governors
State University. The Inter
national students hosted a delight
ful festival and shared their
cuisine and culture with the GSU
community.
Guests wandered through the
Hall of Governors viewing the dis
plays of the different arts and
crafts. Velvet shoes with em
broidered toes, brass elephants,
brass candleholders, and fans
were some of the items that the
students displayed.
The continental dinner was
served between 5 p.m and 6:30
p.m. The dinner consisted of foods
from India, the Philippines,
Nigeria, Greece, Malaysia, Pales
tine and Germany. The cuisine
ranged from plain to exotic;
everything from hors d'oeuvres to
desserts was offered. While the

Pbotos by David Hill
Intemational Students enlertain

guests with music, dance, Arts and Crafts.

from the festival would go toward
scholarships and perhaps an In
ternational Film Festival. He also
said,"We hope to have the festival
become a yearly tradition in
early November."
The entertainment began with
Greek music provided by com
poser Athanios Zervas and his
orchestra Traditional and folk
songs were performed by the
musicians.
The Indian, Thai, and Malay
sian students presented the rest of
the entertainment. An Indian
ceremony called "Vilavilaku"
opened the program. The cer
emony begins with the lighting of
a large brass lamp. This is a tradi
tion in India when inaugurating a

L------� ceremony. The master of ceremonies told the audience, "Varie
entertained.
bazaar and dinner was being
ty is the spice of life. You had the
tertainment was scheduled. Dr.
served, the Caribbean Steel Drum
After dinner the guests went to
spice and now we present you
Larry Levinson welcomed every
band from Clemente High School
the GSU theater where more enone by saying that the proceeds
(Continued on page 8)

Student Senate Reaches Compromise

Members of the Student Senate
will be voting on a referendum
through December 9. This refer
endum could result in two execu
tive committees that would make
the transition of the executive
board run much more smoothly.
The unprecedented action was ·
suggested by Student Life Direc
tor, Tommy Dascenzo following
the heated meeting of November
22. The Senate met at 3 p.m that
day. James LasCola called the
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be allowed to speak so the senate
could get some help with the prob
lems at band.

There have been two elections
of Student Senate executive
boards in the last six weeks. At the
October 25 meeting Eric Harwell,
who served as president for the
last year was re-elected presi
dent. At the November 8 senate
meeting the agenda was ques
tioned and this resulted in a

Tuition Waiver program for Student Life

INSIDE

Broadswords

meeting to order and asked Mary
Beth Godfrey, secretary, to read
the minutes of the previous meet
ing. He was interrupted by Eric
Harwell who insisted that he (Har
well) was still the president and
should be calling the meeting to
order. An argument ensued about
who was president. Tommy Das
cenzo, who was at the meeting in
in ex-officio role, suggested that
such formalities be suspended
and instead everyone in the room

.

The Director of Financial Aids
announced this week the restruc
tured Tuition Waiver Program
available for eligible students.
The Student Life Unit has been
allowed to participate in two of the
seven program options offered.
This includes the Undergraduate
Tuition and Graduate Tuition
Waiver Program options.
In the past Student Life's
waiver participation bas not
resulted in utilizing all of the
available waivers. Targeted for
the waivers are students who are
new or who have continued in-

volvement in Student Life
programs.
All students would apply by
completing an application and
arranging an interview with a
member of the Student Life �
gram Staff to seek their recom
mendation. All recommended
students will be reviewed by a
committee composed of the Pro
gram Staff, chaired by the Direc
tor of Student Life.
Applications are now available
in the Office of Student Life. The
time for applying is listed below:

December 11,1989,4 p.m.,applications due in the Office of Student
Life.
December 18, 1989, 4 p.m Applicant interviews completed for
recommendations.
(Applicants are responsible for arranging)
December 20, 1989, Committee deliberations
December 24, 1989, Recipients notified

P. 8-9

GSU & Child Care Center

CLOTHING DRIVE FOR NEEDY CHILDREN
Now through Dec.

8

SOC to donate clothes for children

Band Concert
Sunday, Dec. 10
GSU 'lbeatre
4PM

age

birth to

21 yrs.

Needy and

abused children need clothes,
and some toys.

shoes,

Box in main lobby

stalemate where no business
could be done. Harwell left the
meeting and turned the chair over
to James LasCola This was the
marathon meeting where LasCola
was elected president overthrow
ing the other executive board.
At the November 22 meeting
which became an informal meet
ing, Robyn Barclay was recog
nized to speak and she told those
present that she had consulted a
well-known parliamentarian

about solving the problems of the
senate. She also asked the
parliamentarian about the validi
ty of the October 25 meeting.
Robyn concluded by saying, "We
must bang together or we will
bang alone."
Once again there was a heated
discussion about the two previous
meetings. Tempers flared and
some of the arguments got ugly
with name calling.

(Continued on page 11)

Alumni Awards Students
UNIVERSITY PARK - The
Governors State University Alum
ni Association bas awarded 41
Academic Alumni Awards to out
standing students.
These graduate and under
graduate students were selected
for their academic standing of at
least a 3. 75 grade point average on
a 4.0 scale. They are degree
seeking students,registered for at
least nine credit-hours and have
completed 12 graded-hours at
GSU.
The $400 awards are funded
with donations from alwnni and
alumni association supporters
contributed during the annual
fund drive. The awards are given
fall and winter trimesters.
HONOREES:
College of Business and Public
Administration (CBPA)
Lynda Andrews
Lora Janik
Daniel 0. Maue
Donald R Lee
Paul Pfingston
Paula Porzuczek
College of Health Professionals:
(CHP)
Thomas Anthony
Nanette Batnick
Tracy Rosinas
Julie Shander
Susan Vallone
George L. Johnson

College of Education: (COE)
Patricia Asher
Richard Betancourt
Carolyn Cooney
Debra Dandeles
Barbara Dust
Dorothy Glogowski
Rita Hintz
Nancy C. Hoag
Robin Jeffery
Vickie S. Luhman
Marjorie Meekins
Katherine Mical
Michele Nevell
Joan O'Brien
Pamela Jean Posey
Brian Power
Linda Roberts
Dorianne Sikora
Janette Renee Williams
Janice Wrona
College of Arts and Sciences
(CAS)
Carlene Carol DeRose-Phillips
Jonathan Mantel
Cheryl Nash
Sandra Naujokas
Wilhelmina Paullin
Lori J. Roth
Carol Ann Jay Thorner
Daniel L. Ware
Board of Governors (BOG)

Kathleen Hensley
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Symphonic Band to Perform

Broadsides &
Broadswords

Odds & Ends

By Ron Young

I went out on the street the other

resumed my quest. Six blocks

day just to wander-get a fresh

later the tires warmed up, and the

perspective. I have been working

thump

on some stories that are very dep

the wrong

ressing, and unlike most writers

another

who become cynical, I tend to

dollars later, I was the proud

become depressed by the ine

owner of a second new tire.

quities

in

the

"land

of

returned. They had replaced
tire.

tire

I

pulled

dealer.

into

Sixty-six

Here I was, out on the streets of

op

'America' with a lamp, and all I

portunity."
It was an aimless wandering

could find were pot holes, and tire

type of quest. The not so young

stores. Diogenes, and Sophocles,

Anglo Jason searching for the tar

did not have these problems. What

nished "Golden Fleece." I would
have settled

for the mythical

was the value in seeking the foun

tain of wisdom if aJl you managed

silver lined cloud. but the sky was

to pull out of the water were flat

clear except for the haze.

tires.
With

I had just finished the story on

dogged

persistence

I

the drug problem in Robbins. My

resumed the quest. In Justice, ll

faith in our leaders was badly

linois a third tire began to thump.

shaken. The computer had taken

Having lived in that community, I

command of my fingers. My sub

knew there was no justice in Jus

conscious was filled with bitter

tice, and pushed onward into Sum
mit where this tire gave way to a

moral outrage.
I needed to recharge my bat

Dr. Charles Hicks directs the GSU University-Community Symphonic Band.

UNIVERSITY PARK - Classi

formed regularly with musical

Smith, "Concertina, Opus 26" by

cal and contemporary pieces will

groups including the University of

C.M. Von Weber-Lake and "March

be performed during the 4 p.m

Illinois Symphonic Band, the Uni

Slave" by Tchaikovsky-Lauren

Dec.

10 concert of the Governors

versity of Wisconsin Symphony

deau. The second half of the pro

State University-Community Sym

Orchestra, the Kankakee Sym

gram will include "Joyance" by

phonic Band.

phony, the 25th Division Army

Claude T. Smith, theme from the

Band and the South Suburban

movie "Lawrence of Arabia" by
MauriceJarre-Reed,"An Evening

holy urge.

tery. I needed to reconfirm my

With a flat wallet, I returned

This free concert, under the

Symphony Orchestra. He has also

faith in the future of humanity. I

home secure in the uneasy knowl

direction of Dr. Charles Hicks,

served as concertmaster of the

at Pops: Music by John Williams"

needed

Oh

edge that I had been to the Sum

Kankakee Municipal Band for 19

and selections from the musical

shades of"Peter Pan", I needed to

mit, and viewed Justice through

will be given in the GSU Theatre

the smog of modern life. The

on campus.

years.

"Les Miserables."

escape the fiendish grasp of the in

to

believe

again!

dreamer, the idealist, and the

fernal computer terminal.

As I drove down the street in

searcher for wisdom and truth had

search of some emotional relief,

gone flat on the streets of modern

one of the tires on my car began to

America. The "Golden Fleece"

thump badly. I pulled into a tire

still remains hidden and safe in

store,

some unknown place.

and

forty

dollars

later

Solo performer during the pro

The first half of the program

For further information on this

will feature the classical works"A

concert, contact the GSU Division

gram will be clarinetist Joseph

Festival Prelude" by Alfred Reed,

of Fine and Performing

Lenart of St. Anne. Lenart has per-

"Greensleeves"

(708) 534-5000, extension 2461.

by

Claude

T.

Cnurses offered at

Orland Park Campus
UNIVERSITY PARK - Two
winter

Governors
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If you need

a

public

penny take

in Research Methods" will be of

GSU's satellite facility is in the

fered from 9 to 11:50 a.m. Jan. 13

Orland Park Place mall, 153rd

through April 21. The course is re

Street and LaGrange Road, Or

quired for the master's degree in

land Park. The staff there can pro

undergraduate

"American

Some of them came here to find

National

and give registration details. For

Govern

further information call the office

cern for the students whom we

the Registrar's Office, who was

An example of her concern took

chosen as the November Civil Ser

place recently when a member of

vice Employee of the Month. Dot

the

tie was nominated by Diane Cole

rehearsal. Dottie went to the hos

Management Officer in

has

worked

under

her

of the students

Cole said,"For over nine years I

But, 36 students have come toGSU

the

crease their earning power. All

have very different reasons for

came to expand their academic

have made the work of the entire

attending.

office much easier and timely."

instead of other schools varies

sion requirements did not include

greatly. Proximity is a factor (85
percent of students are from Cook

the GRE test.
ldris Arshad, 23, came here

and

from Malaysia on a student visa.

Will

Counties),

however,

many students have other
Audrey Gaines,

reasons.

Currently

living

in University

from Crete,

Park, Arshad is working on his

said that although location was a

MBA. Arshad named "cost" as the

factor in her decision, she chose

number one reason for choosing

GSU because it "had a better

GSU. He plans to go back to

program."

Malaysia

Currently earning a Master's in

after

he

earns

his

degree.

Media Communication, Gaines

A native of Pakistan, Khalid

looked at comparable programs at

Bashir, chose GSU in order to get

five other schools. B eing eligible

full credit for classes attended

for a graduate assistanceship also

overseas. A senior earning a BOG

played a part in her decision.

degree, Bashir explained that a

One undergraduate BOG stu

degree from an American uni

dent, Robert Linkowski, stated

versity will enable him to get a

that he came, because GSU had

better job in Pakistan.

during

pital where the student was taken

the parents arrived.
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structured
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Men who don't register with
Selective Service aren't eligible for
some federal benefits. And that
includes federal student aid for col
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see and advise."

have observed the tireless, end

currently enrolled live in Illinois.

Why these students chose GSU

often

so someone would be there when

supervision.

a career path. Others came to in

horizons.

staff at (708) 403-3623.

Congratulations to Dottie Legge,

who

reasons

Over 97 percent

DON'T SIGN UP
FOR A STUDENT
LOAN UNTIL YOU
SIGN UP HERE.

vide information on the courses
course

Dottre Legge clwsen
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ford, and that I could drive to."
of

institutions,

fluence them and the policies pro
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"the study I wanted, thatl could af
hundreds

governmental

the informal pressures that in
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GSU students attend

weekday,

April 17. This course examines
U.S.

will be offered at the GSU Orland

Records

Each

program

9:20 p.m. Tuesdays,Jan. 9 through

Park satellite facility.

Thank you GSU Community.

students walk the halls of GSU.

University's

administration
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Applying for financial aid

Career

By Tracy Saaders
For years the complaints have
poured in on how difficult it is to
fill out the forms for financial aid.
So here are the steps to make it
easy:
1. Complete and send in the
F .A.F. to the College Scholarship
Service with the appropriate fee!
List G.S.U. as your first choice
of institutions.
2. Fill out G.S. U. application for
financial aid. Attach copies of your
W-2's and 1040's for the previous
year or if you are married send
yourself and your spouse's W-2's
and 1040's or if you claim to be in·
dependent you must show docu·
mentation to prove so! Meaning,
your parents must submit their
1040's for three consecutive years
prior to the term you are applying
for. You must also submit three
years of income tax documenta·
tion showing that you made over
$4000. This proves that you were
not used as an exemption
If you made less than $5000 you
must fill out the Affidavit for low
or non tax-filers and show how you
met your cost of living expenses.

Designs

by Dan Amari
Are you completing your de
gree program at the end of this
Fall Trimester? Are you planning
to conduct a job search after the
holidays?
If so, plan to give yourself an in·
valuable graduation/holiday gift:
the competitive edge you'll need
to be successful in getting the pro
fessional job you want. While at·
taining that competitive edge is a
critically important gift to have
working for you, it most defmitely
isn't expensive. Particularly if you
take advantage of all the·services
available to you at the Office of
Career Services here at GSU.
Your 'Competitive Edge Gift
Package for the Professional Job
Seeker' includes:
· Putting together the best possi·
ble resume for making that
critically important initial con·
tact with employers.
Learning the art of crafting a
well written cover letter that
will create impact and spark in·
terest among prospective
employers.
Developing those all-important
professional job search strate·
gies for the realm of work you
seek to enter.
· Honmg your interviewing skills
and general professional pre·
sentation skills that will make
or break your success in im·
pressing an employer.
· Establishing a professional
Credentials File that can be for·
warded to prospective em·
ployers who take a serious
interest in you.
· Learnin how to ta into the
·

·

"Hidden Job Market," which
statistically means 88"/o of the
available job market.
Learning how to set yourself
apart from 95% of all the other
job seekers who fail to 'cus
tomize' their job search.
· INCREASING EXPONEN·
TIALLY YOUR POTENTIAL
FOR SUCCESS IN GE'ITING
THE JOB YOU WANT IN THE
LEAST AMOUNT OF TIME.
Sounds like a darn useful gift,
doesn't it? How much does it cost?
Well, if you were to purchase such
a 'gift package' from a private ca·
reer services operation, some
where between $300 and $4,000
(depending on the level of "greed"
involved-no fooling!). But GSU
students and alumni can get it free
of charge, simply by utilizing the
Office of Career Services.
The skeptics out there probably
are saying already, 'There must he
a catch.' Well, there is-you'll have
to exert some of your own energy
and initiative to get the ball roll·
ing. The Office won't he delivering
gift packages; you have to come to
the 'store' to get it.
If you're ultra-busy with the end
of the term until December 8, not
to worry. The Office will be open
through December 22, and then
again from January 3 on. We'll
look forward to meeting those of
you who come to claim their gift
packages, and wish those of you
who don't, congratulations, happy
holidays, and best of luck in the
future.
This column will return in the
next decade ... Stay tuned!
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FREE small drink with any
purchase with this ad.
Ice
Soup

Phone orders gladly accepted

�
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MON-FRI 10-8 SAT 11-8
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10% teacher discount

: Steak Sandwich
:: Hoagie Sandwich
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3643 Sauk Trail
Richton Park, IL
481-8899
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Fish Sandwich •
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In an effort to increase
America's technical strength in
defense-related areas, the U.S.
Department of Defense is offering
graduate fellowship support to
outstanding science and engineer·
ing graduates seeking advanced
degrees.
The Department of Defense
plans to award approximately 120
new three-year National Defense
Science and Engineerign Gradu·
ate Fellowships in April 1990 for
study and research leading to doc·
toral degrees.
Fellowship recipients will re·
ceive a stipend in addition to full
tuition and required fees. The sti·
pend is $15,000 in 1990·91, $16,000
in 1991-92, and $17,000 in 1992·93.
Also, each fellow's graduate
academic department will re·
ceive $2,000 per year.
Fellowship recipients do not
incur any military or other service
obligation.
Now is its second year, the pro·
gram is administered by Battelle,
the international technology or·
ganization, through its Research
Triangle Park, N.C., offices. Last
year, almost 4,500 applications
were received, making it among
the most competitive of all
government graduate fellowship
programs.
To be considered for the
fellowship, a student must be a
citizen or national of the United
States and be at or near the begin·
ning of his or her graduate study in
science or engineering. The 1990
recipients must receive bachelor's
degrees before the beginning of
the fall 1990 school term.
Preference will be given to ap
plicants who intend to pursue doc·
toral degrees in or closely relating
to the following specialties:
aeronautical and astronautical en·
gineering; biosciences; chemical
engineering; chemistry; cogni·
tive, neural, and behavioral sci·
ences; computer science; elec·
trical engineering; geosciences;
manufacturing sciences and en·
gineering; materials science and
engineering; mathematics; me·
chanica! engineering; naval
architecture ahd ocean engineer·
ing; oceanography; and physics.
To be considered for a fellow·
ship, a student must submit an ap·
plication by Jan. 17, 1990.
Application materials are
available Battelle at:

. . .... ..

.. ,

.'f•

Sources include: Public Assist·
ance, Alimony, Social Security,
Veteran Benefits etc .. This docu·
ment must be notarized. Notary is
free to students in the Business
Office and in the Office of
Student Development.
3. Send financial transcripts to
all schools previously attended.
Fill out the top portion only!
4. You should receive acknowl·
edgement from C.S.S. concerning
your F.A F. This is for your
records. Your advisor will inform
you of any other necessary docu·
mentation needed to complete
your processing.
5. Before submitting the STU·
DENT AID REPORT totheFinan·
cial Aid Office sign and date it on
each page! Failure to do so will
result in the delay of your
processing!
After all your documents have
been received and processed you
will receive an award letter!
It will specify the amounts of
the aid you will be eligible for each
trimester. You have the choice to
select the type of aids you prefer
such as loans, college work-stud y,

grants and scholarships!
You may qualify for at least one
form of assistance. If you receive
a NO NEED LETTER you will be
informed of alternate aids such as
the PLUS and SLS loans. How·
ever, if you are awarded and ac·
cept the Perkins formerly the
NDSL as a means to pay for tui·
tion, please schedule an appoint·
ment with the Business Office.
Consequently, if the GSL is your
source to meet expenses you need
to see your advisor in the Finan·
cial Aid Office.
GRADUATE QUALIFICATIONS:
Graduate students are only
eligible for loans and assistant·
ships. Assistantships are similar
to U/G work-study. For further
details go to the college in which
you are enrolled.
In addition to the other re
quirements, ALL RECIPIENTS
MUST BE DEGREE-SEEKING
AND CARRY A MINIMUM OF 6
CREDIT HOURS. ALL UNDER·
GRADUATES MUST MAINTAIN
A 2.0 GPA AND ALL GRAD·
UATES MUST MAINTAIN A 3.0
GPA.

Graduate Fellowships Offered

ii"'FF1CE OF CAREER SERVI�
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NDSEG Fellowship Program
200 Park Drive, Suite 211
P.O. Box 13444
Research Triangle Park, N.C.
27709
Attn: Dr. George Outterson
For more information about the
fellowship program, contact Dr.
Outterson at Battelle, telephone
(919) 549-8505.

PURPOSE

Putting technology to work is at
the heart of Battelle's worldwide
activities. Battelle's staff-with
its broad range of scientific,
tectmical, and management back·
grounds-assists both industry
and government in developing,
commercializing, and managing
technology. Battelle solves prob·
lems, develops and improves pro
ducts and processes, provides
on-site technical assistance, and
manages large, complex tech·
nology programs. Reflecting the
technologyneeds of its clients in a
highly competitive global market·
place. Battele focuses on: • Ad·
vanced Materials • Decon·
tamination and Decommissioning
• Defense Systems and Tech·
nology • Design and Manu
facturing Engineering • Elec·
tronic Systems • Health and En·
vironment • Information Systems
Manufacturing Systems •
•
Nuclear Systems • and Tech·
nical Services.
IUSTORY

Battelle (Memorial Institute),
which began operations in 1929,
was established in Columbis,
Ohio, by Gordon Battelle and
serves as a memorial to his
family-leaders in America's
early steel industry.
BUSINESS STATISTICS
Battelle has a worldwide staff of
about 8,000 scientists, engineers,
and supporting specialists. Each
year, thousands of studies are in
progress at Battelle's. various
business operations. These pro·
grams are performed for some
2,000 companies and government
agencies. Battelle's business
volume is approximately $600
million a year. Typically, this
work results in between 50 to 100
patented inventions each year.
Buildings and equipment at the
various Battelle facilities have a
gross book vlaue in excess of
$300 million
LEGAL STRUcnJRE
Governed by a self-perpetuating

Board of Trustees, Battelle is a
nonprofit (non-stock) Ohio cor·
poration formed in 1925 under
Chapter 1719 of Ohio law, which
provides for the incorporation of
charitable trusts. Its nonprofit
status notwithstanding, Battelle
pays local, state, and federal tax
es. Under the U.S. Standard Indus
l
trial Classification system, Battele
has as its SIC number 8980.
NOTABLE RESEARCH 

EXAMPLES
- Battelle scientists played a cru·
cial role in developing xerography
to a point where it was commer·
cially attractive. In all, they were
awarded more than 250 patents
related to the dry-copying
process.
- Battelle conducted studies for
the U.S. Treasury that led ul·
timately to the adoption of the
"sandwich" coin now used for
dimes, quarters, and silver
dollars.
...., Battelle recommended a prod·
uct code symbol now used on
grocery packaging that enables
automated check-out and inven·
tory control at supermarkets and
other stores.
- Battelle invented and de
veloped the hot isostatic process
(HIP) now used worldwide to
manufacture ceramics and ad·
vanced alloys and to fabricate
complex shaped parts such as jet
engine turbines and cutting
tools.
- Battelle scientists developed a
technique to bind the an·
ticoagulant heparin to the surface
of plastic materials-a technique
particularly useful in surgical pro
cedures, such as repairing aortic
aneurysms, to provide protection
against blood clotting.
FACIIJTIES AND OFF1CES
Major technology centers are
located in Columbus, Ohio; Rich·
land, Washington; Frankfurt, West
Germany; and Geneva, Switzer·
land. Special ized facilities,
regional centers, and offices are
located in more than 20 other
cities in the United States and Eu·
rope. Battelle has correspondents
throughout the world.
ADDMONAL INFORMATION
about Battelle's activities may be
obtained by members of the news
media at any of Battelle's
facilities, or from the Com·
munications Department, Bat·
telle, 505 King Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio, 43201-2693. Tel: (614) 4245544 .
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C:Ontest Deadline is near
Dec. 14 is the deadline for sub
mitting entries for a juried art
show being held in conjunction
with the 1990 ''Black Creativity"
program at Chicago's Museum of
Science and Industry.
Designed to showcase the work
of

black

artists,

the

"Black

Creativity Juried Art" exhibition
will be on display at the Museum
Feb. 1-Feb. 28. A minimum of
$4,000 in prizes and purchase
awards will be given to the win
ners. Entries will be judged by a

slides of their work along with an
entry form and a one-time, non
refundable $10 fee to theMuseum.
Money orders for this amount
should be made payable to the
Museum of Science and Industry.
Personal

checks

will

not

be

accepted.
Actual artwork should not be
submitted at the time of entry. No
more than two 35mm color slides
of each individual entry will be ac
cepted and the slides must be
identified with the work's title and

sculptor

the artist's name. These will be

painters

returned along with a notification

John Himmelfarb and Bertrand

of the entry's acceptance into the

D. Phillips. Sculptor Geraldine

exhibition by Dec. 20.

panel

consisting

of

Michael Symber and

McCullough, is chairperson of the
juried art show.

For additional information and
specific requirements on eligibili

Artists may submit a maximum
of four entries in these categories:
paintings, original prints and pho
tography, mixed media and sculp
ture. Artists should send 35mm

ty, please call theMuseum at(312)
684-1414, Ext. 2436.
In addition to the juried art
show, the month-long program
will feature free theater perfor-

reer

conferences

and

exhibits

designed to highlight the achieve
ments and contributions of black
Americans.
The ''Black Creativity"

pro

Rick

gram is presented by theM useum
under the auspices of the "Black
Creativity" Advisory Committee

Copalello

headed by Willard 0. Williamson.
The month-long program is spon

sored by Citicorp Savings and the
Chicago Defender Charities Inc.

Another story about 'it' or arwther story

and partially supported by a grant
from the Illinois Arts Council, a
state agency and by the National

about the controversial 'it'

Endowment for the Arts. This
project is supported by a CityArts
lli/IV Grant from the Chicago Of
fice of Fine Arts, Department of
Cultural Affairs.
The Museum is located at 57th

H you are an undergraduate stu

not consider any of them to be not

dent at GSU you have already

St. and Lake Shore Dr. Hours are

as-bright or less articulate be

done "it." At least once. Maybe

cause of a test result.

9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays and
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays. Open every
day of the year except Christmas

Day, the Museum is handicapped
accessible. Admission and park
ing are free.

twice. Or you might still be work
ing on "it."

Although I passed the exam,
nobody knows

H you are planning on being ad

how flying

the

colors were. You either pass or

mitted here as an undergraduate

you get as Harry Caray would say,

for the first time this winter, chances

"What the little boy shot at."

are you're going to get "it" too. By

Nothing.

now everyone is guessing some
thing like-the flu, right?

In my opinion, there's nothing
The "it" hereinafter referred to

to writing a five page essay on a

as: it, is the controversial com

given topic with clock ticking

petency exam required of incom

towards a one hour deadline. I

ing GSU students. The purpose of

found it pretty easy to explain why

the test is to determine a students

I think Jim Backus was the logical

writing skills, to see whether they

choice to be Mr. Magoo.

can write at a college level. For an
After passing the exam on the

in depth definition I suggest that

first attempt, I can't say that I am

you read your catalog.

opposed to it being administered
Hardly a week goes by without

as part of the enrollment process

some mention(usually dissent) of

at GSU. This column probably

the competency exam. For exam

would have had a different tone

ple,

had I failed. I am sure I would have

a

random

survey

of

50

students published in the last IN

pressed harder with the pen held

NOVATOR issue shows that ap

in a clenched fist.

proximately 63 per cent failed the
test the first time they took it.

The test really wasn't all THAT

After failing the exam students

bad. Not as bad as the other one.

can either

try again or are forced (Or

is it requred?) to take English 381.

Yes, there is another require
ment for new students besides

I have heard from an unnamed

demonstrating English skills and

source that the university picks up

that is Math. Or was that a foreign

moocho, moocho money from the

language interpretation? Greek

sudden swell in English class sign

perhaps? That included the equa

ups. I was shocked when told by

tion: AB-20mygod equals C.

some of the students that they had

Counselor's

Planetarium Presents sky shows

Colunm .

by Peggy G. Woodard

This holiday season The Adler
Planetarium will again present
two Sky Shows during December,
John received a B.A. degree in

Nothing to "it."

failed the test the first time. I do

now through 17. December 18
through 22 it will be offered at 2

and and 4 p.m. every day with an

co

counselor, John established a plan

"Star of Wonder'' and "Searching

additional show at 8 p.m. Friday.

workers, felt his pay was more

to take two career inventories, to

Showtimes for December 23 and

concentration in Accounting in

than adequate and saw room for

for Planet X." The traditional

use Discover (a computerized ca

holiday favorite "Star of Wonder"

24 are 11 a.m., 2, and 4 p.m. and for

June, 1988. Following graduation,

advancement

reer program) and to work with

returns now through January 1 to

Dec. 26-Jan. 1, 11 am., 12, 2, and 4

Business Administration with a

liked

his

employers

within

and

his

firm.

he accepted a position with an ac

What John did not like was the day

the career counselor. His goals

offer insight into what the Wise

p.m. with an additional 8 p.m.

counting firm and felt that he was

to day activities involved in his

were to identify his career in

Men might have seen 2,000 years

definitely within reach of achiev

job. When he and the counselor ex

terests, establish a career objec

ago as the Star of Bethlehem.

show Friday, Dec. 29. The Planet

arium will be closed Christmas

ing his career goals. However, ap

plored his feelings about work and

tive, and to establish a plan of

"Searching for Planet X," the

Day. Please call (312) 322-0300 to

proximately one month after he

about his education, John

in

action which would utilize his

began his job, John found that he

dicated that he had never really

education, skills, and abilities and

dreaded going to work. He also

Planetarium's Autumn Sky Show,
will be held over through January

enjoyed his accounting classes. In

help him to attain his career

1.

realized that even though he was

spite of not really liking the course

goals.

capable of doing the work and

content, John had made A grades

received positive reports from his

in all of his business courses. John

"Star of Wonder" offers the

confirm showtimes.
"Searching for Planet X," the

second feature during December,

trimester,

unique opportunity for people to

looks at the discovery of the three

many students come to the Office

see the skies as they actually were

outer planets - Uranus, Neptune,

Throughout

each

supervisor, he did not get any

stated that both is mother and

of Student Development to seek

when the Wise Men set out cen

and Pluto- and takes us on an ex

satisfaction

work

grandfather were accountants and

assistance with the career deci

turies ago. "The audience can ap

citing journey through the solar

out

of

his

achievements. After six months,

had always encouraged him to

sion

These

preciate the beauty of the sky and

system. One highlight is a close

John received an excellent eval

pursue this career path. John's

students are at various stages in

observe the various astronomical

up view of the planet N eptune with

uation and a substanti;ll raise;

motivation to make A's in his ac

their educational and career proc

objects that could have inspired

images from the recent Voyager

however, he continued to be un

counting courses was not only

the Wise Men's journey," says

flyby.

happy in his job.

based on his desire for achieve

ess. H you are unsure about your

During his seventh month of

ment, but on a desire for achieve

making

process.

career choice or would like to look

Planetarium Senior Astronomer

at other interest areas, contact

and show author Eric Carlson.

Showtimes for "Searching for
Planet X" are Saturday and Sun

employment, John returned to the

ment in a career that his family

Judy Hinga or Peggy Woodard,

"Star of Wonder" looks at the

day at 1 and 3 p.m.December 2-17;

university counseling center and

wanted him to pursue. John had

Counselors in the Office of Stu

story of the Wise Men through the

3 p.m. every day December 18-22;

talked to a career counselor about

never really explored his own in

dent Development, B1400, or call

eyes ol historians of science who

and 1 and 3 p.m.December 23-J an.

his negative feelings toward his

terests and career goals.

708-534-5000, extension 2281 or

have studied the astronomical

1.

job. It was discovered that John

After talking with the career

2142.

Workshop is offered

"Topics in Social Work Prac

$106.50 for one-hour undergrad

tice: Systemic Therapy for Mar

uate credit, $110 for one-hour

riage, Divorce, and Remarriage"
will be offered from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Friday and Saturday, De
cember 8 and 9, atGSU. The fee is

graduate credit and $125 for non
credit. The fee includes lunch and
all materials.
This workshop is led by William

Motlong, a charter member of the

records of 2,000 years ago," he

Sky Show admission is $3.00 for

adds. "With the help of modem

adults, $1.50 for children ages 6-

and

computers, plus records kept by

17,

the ancient Chinese and Meso

senior citizens with identification.

free for members and

potamians, it is almost as if we can

Children under 6 are not admitted

travel back in time."

to Sky Shows but are welcome at

American Family Therapy Asso

"Star of Wonder" will be pre

theChildren's Sky Show"The Win

ciation and a certified diplomat in

sented at 2 p.m. Monday through

ter Star" at 10 a.m. Saturday and

clinical social work. Mr. Motlong

Thursday; 2 and 8 p.m. Friday; and

Sunday mornings and every day

is a faculty member of the Center

at 11 a.m., 2, and 4 p.m. Saturday

Dec. 23-Jan. 1. Admission to the

for Family Studies, Family In

and Sunday for the period of

Planetarium building is free.

stitute of Chicago.
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The Public Forum :
Opinion s on University Concerns

by Eric Harwell

Student Senate: Toward an agenda for action

As the Governors State Univer
sity Student Senate President for
the last three years, I have wit
nessed a resurrection of the Stu
dent Senate. Over the last three
years the Student Senate has been
shaping and molding itself into an
action oriented team. I must
admit that we have had our fair

share of disagreements. However,
it is my belief that all reasonable
people will disagree. Further, I
believe that the ends justify the
means. That is, if through our dis
agreements we were able to learn
compromise then the d is
agreements were in order.
At this time I am happy to
report that the Student Senate has
pledged to work towards an agen
da for action. We have come
through our trials and tribula
tions, but not it seems as if we are
on the road to success. That was
evident by the actions taken at our
last meeting of the fall trimester
held on November 22, 1989. Dur
ing the meeting we drafted a
referendum to support the follow
ing as the duly elected executive
board officers for the remainder
of the year (Apri� 1990) Eric. V.
Harwel� President; Robyn Bar
clay, Vice-President; Lubor Peter

Kovac, Treasurer; Mary Beth
Godfrey, Secretary; James Las
Cola, Public Relations Officer.
There will also be a slate of Execu
tive Board Officers that will serve
as ex-officials until April 30 where
upon they will take office. That is a
compromise that makes good
sense)
NOW ITS TIME FOR ACTION
The action agenda that we have
set include the 5 following
categories: 1. Classroom/Aca
demic, 2. Safety, 3. Bookstore, 4.
Student Advocacy, 5. Social
Climate, 6. TBA
1. Classroom/Academic - Per
the student feedback from sur
veys taken by the Student Senate
we have learned that the lighting
in the classrooms could use im
provement Academically, con
cerns have been raised regarding
inconsistencies in the math and

UNIVERSITY PARK - Gover
nors State University will offer a
series of workshops on alcoholism
and drug abuse this winter.
The programs are structured so
that students, and health and
human service professionals can
attend any or all of the seven
workshops. Topics include "Al
coholism and Dysfunctional Fam
ilies" offered in six sessions Jan
26 and 27, Feb. 16 and 17, and
March 16 and 17; "Current Topics
in Alcoholism and Drug Abuse:
Adolescent Treatment" meeting
Jan. 19, 20 and 21; "Sobriety Plan
ning" offered March 23 and 24.
Also, "Impacts of A lcoholism in
the Work Place" Jan. 19 and 26;
"Diagnosing Alcoholism: Practi
cal Guidelines" on Feb. 2 and 3;

sets new hours
non-proht mst1tut10n.
Especially for Christmas gift
giving, the Museum is offering
The MBC NewsCenter Gift Cer
tificate, which enables the recipient
and a guest to star in and take
home one videotape copy of their
MBC NewsCenter "broadcast" for
$19.95. For information, call the
Museum of Broadcast Com
munications at (312) 987- 1500.
The Museum of Broadcast
Communications, 800 South Wells
Street, Chicago, is open to the
public Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Sunday, Noon to 5:00
p.m.; Saturday, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. Suggested donations are
$3.00 for adults, $2.00 for students
and $1.00 for seniors and children
under 13. For further information
or MBC NewsCenter reser
vations, call (312) 987-1500.

Poetry contest

Attention Students

I

I
1

1
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Letters to the Ed .I tor
GSU
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1

�
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trator.
5. Social Climate - An over
whelming concern of the student
body is, "the cold climate in which
we exist, here at GSU." There is a
yearning for socialization and
communication amongst peers.
The student body wants struc
tured activities that will facil
itate emotional and community
growth.
6. TBA- This item on the agenda
allows for further input from the
community.
.

As President I am committed to
the implementation of the agenda
that has been set. However, this
agenda is not without room for
compromise. I welcome and en
courage your voice. It is written
that no man is an island and it is
certainly impossible to clap with
one hand So, it is up to us to finish
what we started.

Courses

"Treating Alcoholism: Clinical
Skills Training" offered April 6
and 7, and ''Relapse Prevention"
offered A pril 13 and 14.
Governors State University's
College of Health Professions has
one of the leading alcoholism and
drug abuse sciences programs in
the Midwest. These courses will
be taught by GSU staff members
or persons who are now working in
the fields of alcoholism and drug
abuse treatment.
For further information on
these programs contact the GSU.
Office of Conferences and Work
shops at (708) 534-5000, extension
2320.

L-------t

December 31 is the deadline for
entering the American Poetry
Association's contest. Entry is
free and everyone is welcome to
enter.
The Grand Prize is $ 1,000 and
the first prize $500. In total 152
poets will win cash and publica
tion prizes worth $ 1 1,000.
"Every student who writes
poetry should enter this contest.
Our latest $ 1,000 winner is a stu
dent. Students also won 24 of the
other prizes," said Robert Nelson,
publisher for the association.
"December break should give
students the chance to enter
before the deadline."
Poets may enter the contest by
sending up to six poems, each no
more than 20 lines, name and ad
dress on each page, to American
Poetry Association, Dept. CT-90,
- · - · - · - · - · - · - · - ·- · - • - · - • - •
•
250-A Potrero St., P.O. Box 1803,
. Santa Cruz, CA 95061. Entries
•
should be mailed by December 31.
new contest �tarts Janua� 1.
A
•
.
i
editor
THE INNOVATOR enthe
publ sh letters to
li
.
Each poem 1s also considered
Letters to the ed1tor do not
courages letters to the ed1tor
.
. .
.
• for pu bl"1cat·10n m the Amen·can
necessary reflect the op1m n
commumty. We
• from the
Poetry Anthology, a leading
prefer letters which are t ped
of the INNOVATOR, or 1ts
today's poems.
• collection of
• double spaced and con c1se.
staff. All letters must be
During eight years of sponLetters are subject to
signed. The INNOVATOR will • sorship the American Poetry
•
Association has run
editing. The INNOVATOR
withhold names in letters to
c�ntests
and aw�d $165,000 m pnzes to
•
.reserves the right to refuse to
the editor, upon req uest.
._ • - • - • - • - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 • 3,100 wmrung poets.

I

4. Student Advocacy - The feed
back that the Student Senate has
received clearly indicates that the
students are not feeling that they
are receiving sufficient adminis
trative support. This might be
resolved by placing a student
advocate/ombudsmen adminis-

Workshops

Museum of broadcasting
Due to the increased popularity
of The Museum of Broadcast
Communications' new, interac
tive television news studio, The
MBC NewsCenter, the Museum is
expanding the NewsCenter's hours
for the holiday season. The MBC
NewsCenter has added Fridays to
its Saturday and Sunday schedule,
now through December 3 1, 1989.
To step into the anchor chair and
experience the job of television
news anchor, reservations must
be made for 10 and 40 minutes
c.fter each hour: Fridays, Noon to
5:00 p.m.; Saturdays, 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.; and Sundays, Noon to
5:00 p.m.
The $19.95 cost of The MBC
NewsCenter includes the price of
the news "audition" tape. All pro
ceeds benefit The Museum of
Broadcast Communications, a

writing competency exams.
2. Safety - In our parking lots
once again, lighting is a problem
There is a need for brighter light
ing to a) enhance vision, b) to en
hance safety for the ladies who
walk to their cars in fear and
darkness.
3. Bookstore - It has been
reported that the bookstore con
sistently delay students progress
due to lack of course required
books. On one occasion it was
reported that the course books did
not arrive until five weeks before
the end of the trimester.

UNIVERSITY PARK - Gover
nors State University at Orland
Park Place will be offering two
courses in the master's in busi
ness administration (MBA) pro
gram this winter trimester.
"Problems in Production Man
agement" will be offered from

6:30 to 9:20 p.m. Wednesdays, Jan.
10 through April t8. Coursework
and discussions will focus on the
major economic problems of pro
duction managemcrtt, mathemati
cal programming, !�Ia tistical anal
ysis, inventory analysis and cer
tainty models.
"Problems in Marketing Man
agement" will be offered from
6:30 to 9:20 p.m. Mondays, Jan. 8
through April 16. The course in
cludes a review of the marketing
decisions process with emphasis
on recognition and analysis of
marketing problems, generation
and evaluation of altf>rnative
solutions, and development of
plans and strategies for imple
menting cho�n solutions.
For further information stop by
the GSU at Orland Park Place
facility on the Jpper level of the
Orland Park Place mall, 153rd
Street and LaGrange Road in
Orland Park, or call the staff at
(708) 403-3623.

Wrek-end college
lacks facilities for students

By .Argt e

Piakas

Students enrolled in the Weekend
College at GSU find it convenient
to have many courses offered to
them on Saturdays, so they too can
earn a degree. Many of the
students enrolled in the Weekend
program either work full time or
have children to take care of dur
ing the week.
According to an informal study,
for the Innovator, most students
say the weekend college is a great
idea and say it fits into their
schedule perfectly. The classes
offered range from Psychology, to
Business Administration.
The only complaint about the
weekend program here at GSU, is
the lack of facilities for the
students who only come on
Saturdays.
The GSU bookstore is closed on
Saturdays, apparently causing
some difficulties for students
needing supplies. One student
said, '1 only come here on Satur-

days. How am I suppose to get
things I need when it's closed? A m
I suppose to make a special trip
during the week?"
The student wondered if the
bookstore could arrange to be
open at least a couple of hours on
Saturday mornings for weekend
students.
The cafeteria is also closed on
Saturdays, so weekend students
must bring their own lunch if they
want to eat (unless they eat some
thing from the vending machines).
Other students wondered why
the cafeteria has a sign saying:
"Cafeteria only open to Alcohol
Addiction Seminar students" or
"Only open to Drug Abuse
Workshop students."
Another student commented: '1
don't understand why weekend
students can't get the same
privileges as the others who come
during the week. I mean we pay
tuition too."
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Happy Teacben

Arts and Crafts
Help!!

More happy teachers
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GSU Child Care Center

The purpose of the Child Care
Center is to provide an atmos
phere which Is friendly, clean,
happy, and safe for all children.
The Center provides a program
designed

to

assist

children

in

deYeloping

pre-school
their

vocabulary and cognitive skills,
and

to assist the

school

age

children in developing their social
and creative skills.

The Center's program also pro
vides children with activities in
cooking, small and large motor
skills (both indoor and outdoor),
quiet and active play, and an op

portunity to challenge their in

tellectual abilities and meet their
emotional needs.

Photos by David HiU
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Festivals (Continued from page 1)

University Park water
is safe to drink

Contemporary

be given

ethics to

UNIVERSITY

PARK-Often

times we discuss right and wrong,
and all the gray in between.
Those gray areas are our ethi

by Cberyl Killebrew

cal dilemmas: the presumptions
and quandaries we review before
we

decide

what

right

is

or

wrong.

Albanios Zervas

The

and orcbestra

ethical questions and the

moral code we live by will be dis
cussed in the winter trimester

with life."

course "Contemporary Ethics" of

Classical school.

An Indian folk dance called

The classical dance of India,

which

Bharatanatyam, was danced by

was

Vanitha Mardhavan. This dance

danced by the Chicago Indian

consists of several dances which

Swapram"

"Shilpuyvdae
means,

Sculptor's

dream

Academy. The dance tells the

represent

story of a sculptor who is only

Hindu gods. Facial gestures, slow

making statues. He fashions

and fast footwork, hand and body

the statue of a girl standing in a

gestures are the means by which

happy

lotus flower. The more he worked

the

on the statue the more beautiful it

stories.

became. He is in love with the
statue and wishes it were real. He
falls asleep

and

two goddesses

give the statue life. The sculptor
dances and dances until he wakes
up only to

it was all a

find

dream.

The Thai students presented a
classical dance called ChenKwan.
This dance represents the happy
occasion of inviting the angels to
bring good luck, happiness, and
prosperity to all. The dance was
performed by Matinee Amartaya,
Anntaun Yaum, and Julie Titica
vong, students from the Thai

the

dancer

wisdom

tells

the

of

the

different

fered at Governors State Uni
versity.

three-credit-hour

The

philosophy course is designed as
an

introduction

to

moral

reasoning.
While there is no absolute sim
ple formula by which we ought to
conduct our lives, professors will
have students discuss our ability
to recognize ethical dilemmas and
to make sound decisions based on

The program ended with a
traditional Malaysian

wedding

ceremony, "Adat Bersanding."
Members of the audience were
asked to come up on the stage and
congratulate the couple as is done
in Malaysia.

defensible presuppositions.
The professors say their pur
pose is not to make up anyone's
mind on the critical issues, but to
open

through

minds

serious

thought and discussion.
Students can select day or eve

The festival was originated by

ning enrollment. Dr. Anthony Wei

visor for the International Students

Friday course, and Dr. Richard

Dr. Larry Levinson who is the ad
club. Officers of the club are:

Diana Slyvester (president), Mush
Ibrehion (vice-president),
Julie Maki (secretary), and Rajiv
Jaggi (treasurer).
tag

will teach a 9:30 a.m. to 12:20 p.m.
Vorwerk will teach a 7:30 to 10:20
p.m. Tuesday course. The pro
fessors will use texts, videotapes
from the Public Broadcasting Sys
tem's {PBS) series
America"

and

in

"Ethics

three audiotapes

for this class.

Tuition is $210 for graduate

Take the children on

credit

Santa this holiday season can find
it weekends at The Adler Plane
tarium. The Planetarium's Chil
dren's Sky Show for December,

Showtimes are 10 a.m. Saturdays

"Mattei Kids C are Too" program,

and Sundays with added shows at

a national promotion designed to

10 a.m. every day Dec. 23-Jan. 1.

help children learn the joy of giv

"The Winter Star'' runs through

ing. Collected toys will be refur

December 31.

bished and then distributed to
needy

children. Children

�ho

donate a toy to the program will

presented in the Sky Theater,

receive an activity book featuring

"The WinterStar" provides the op

fun activities, rebates and coupon

portunity to have lots of fun and

discounts on popular Mattei toys.

learn something at the same time,

Look for the collection box near

according to April Whitt, Plane

the Christmas tree in the Crater

tarium Assistant Astronomer in

on-the-Moon dining area.Donations

charge of youth programs. "Santa

will be accepted through Decem

is the perfect teacher for smaller

ber 18.

children. Kids don't take their

Admission for Children's Sky

eyes off him and really listen to

Shows is $1.50 per person and

what he says."

parents are encouraged to attend

One reason kids can't take their

with their children. Members and

eyes off him is that Santa and his

senior citizens with identification
admitted

for

free.

The

friends are animated laser images

are

projected on the ceiling of the

Planetarium will be closed Christ

theater along with the stars. It's an

mas Day. For further information

exciting presentation for moms

about Children's Sky Shows or up

and dads, too.

coming classes for 4-12 year olds,

"We are also introduced to the

call (312) 322-0304.

star projector," continues Whitt,

In September the Planetarium

"so people know how the stars get

began an expansion program to

on the ceiling."

bring more of the universe to
Chicago. Over the next two years,

Santa's frie nds Snowflake, Sun
and Winter Star all join him to take
a fun look at the movements of the
earth and how they cause our
seasons. "Winter Star even gets to
play a trick on Santa," says Whitt.
"The kids really like that."
'"The WinterS tar' is a good mix

exhibits and exhibit space, creat
ing a Sky Show production suite

theaters used in the Sky Show.
The

Adler

Planetarium

is

of Santa and Winter Star, children

$2.50, in a lot just south of the
Planetarium. The CTA #146 bus

planets and meteors are. And, we

P.rovides direct service to the
Planetarium from State St.

some new pictures in the sky.

To find out what to look for in

Where else but at the Planetarium

this month's sky, call the NIGHT

observes

WATCH 24-hour line at (312) 322-

that?"

summers ago.

because it is softened by adding
salt.

Illinois

does

Consumer

not

filter its water because of the ex

Consumer IHinois Water is a

pense.

As a privately owned com

privately owned company which

pany,

for the past five years has sup

community or federal aid. A water

plied University Park with water

filtration system similar to the

from seven deep wells, two of

one used by the Chicago treat

it

does

not

get

state

which are usually capped because

ment plants would be very expen

they are not needed. The seven

sive to install.

wells are located at Irving, Hick
ory and Burns, Central and Bond,

Nevertheless, the well water's

content is tested for contaminants

Hamilton and Bond, Western and

everyday. Five to eleven sam

and the well that supplies GSU's

The company also checks for

water, ICC and Stuenkel Road.
The wells are so deep that they

leakage and broken pipes.

Landau, Exchange and Western

plings are taken from each well.

Illinois

Consumer

complies

are not subjected to pollutants like

with these strict requirements as

from Lake

set down by the Illinois Commer

surface

the

water

never

ce Commission and the Illinois

comes to the surface until it is

EPA, which monitors and reg

pumped, Sutton says.

ulates the company and conducts

Michigan.

water

Well

It also may be healthier for you,
but the taste, according to many
students,

GSU

is

unpalatable.

Many say it tastes "minerally" or

spot checks.
Sutton, who was "brought up on
well water" swears by it, but dis

that it t�tes like the pipes.
These descriptions are closer to

likes the way the water reacts with
coffee beans by leaving a layer

the mark than they realize, Sutton

of scum.

Water company

But don't despair, there is a
remedy for the bad taste and

adds, the well water contains iron

smell Sutton suggests consumers

says. Besides the fluoride the Con
sumer

Illinoit

and sulphur which sometimes
makes

the

water

smell

bad.

"let the water run awhile" before
drinking or using it.

Alpine Valley ski package includes :
- Deluxe aotorcoach transportation
- Overnight accoaaodations at the beautiful Hilton Hotel in Lake Geneva
- Rental and lift ticket
- Full breakfast on Sunday
All for only
Single :

$1 1 5 , 00 per person *double occupancy
$ 1 00 , 00
*Triple :
$ 1 3 5 , 00

*Quad :

$95 I 00

Motorcoach departure will be fro• Governors State University at approxiaately 8 : 00 a , a ,
o n Saturday , February 24 , Arrival back t o GSU will be a t approxiaately 2 : 30 p , a , on
Sunday , February 2 5 ,

$25 . 00 non-refundable deposit due , with registration , to BusinesaPort n o later than

Wednesday , Deceaber 1 3 ,
Plly.ent ill full due

Makes checks payable to :

BusinessPort Travel Center,

to BwsilleeePort b7 Vedneed&J , Jan. 24.

Liaited nu.ber of seats avall&ble .
CALL BUSDIESSPOR'f TRAVEL CD'l'ER l'l

708/3)9-21J)Q

FOR lllRE IIFORMl'liOB .

Cancellati0118 • Ref'wlde - A cancellation charge of $50,00 per person will apply if
cancelled between 30 and 1 5 days prior to departure , Cancellations ll&de within 14 days
of departure or •No Shows• - no refund s ,
RespoiUiibUity - This tour prograa is operated by BwsilleeePort 'lranl Center, 1 7040 S ,
Halsted St , , Harvey , Illinois 60426, I n coamon with other coapanies , BusinessPort acts
only as agent for Tour Meabers in arranging for roo• accoaaodations , transportation ,
sightseeing, adaisaions and res taurants , BusinessPort reserves the right in its sole
discretion to aake changes in the itinerary and is not responsible to any person for
aoney or other happening resulting froe a change of tour
loss of tiae ,
expenses ,
scheduling aade by it for tour aembers, BusinesaPort reserves the right to decline
to accept or retain any person as a aeaber of the tour , and is not responsible for any
losses or damages of personal property , or for injuries , expensea or damages incurred
or claieed by any Tour Meabe r s ,

C u t and aail t o :

Address

Stars" escalator to connect the two

get an idea of what constellations,

do

not affected by the drought two

.. .. ....., ... ,...., . ,J141 !WIIIN ..... . ...... ... .... . ._
COMB SII VI'lH US IN VISCOJISII
February 24 • 25, 1 990

Naae ( Print)

located at 1300 South Lake Shore

you

taste better, but it is not healthier

T
BUSINESSPOR
TRAVEL CENTER

and installing a "Stairway to the

Drive. Parking is available, for

can

LakeMichigan's soft water may

extension 2422.

and a curatorial research center,

chanting characters. With the help

Whitt.

of the wells, University Park was

from

water

the museum will be adding new

ture of real astronomy and en

get to help Winter Star make up

from Consumer Illinois Water.

with them.

vited to bring a toy to donate to the

with their younger children and

On the other hand, because of
the unique geography and location

than

you

sheet of matching, drawing and a

around the sun with Santa C Ia us.

Designed for parents to share

Lake

Michigan, according to Pat Sutton

"Read-A-Rebus" to take home

spirit, Planetarium visitors are in

magical

opposed to the soft filtered water
from Chicago.

Star" Sky Show receive an activity

trip

a

un

The water here at Governor's
State University is healthier for

Social Sciences at (708) 534-5000,

Children attending the "Winter

In keeping with the holiday

on

for

the Division of Humanities and

"The Winter Star," takes kids a.1d
grown-ups

$199.50

For further information contact

a trip with Santa
C hildren looking for fun with

and

dergraduate credit.

Because of these minerals, the
water is considered hard water as

0334.

BusinessPort Travel Center

1 7040 Halsted St.

Harvey, IL

60426

-----

-----

City , State , Zip

-------

Phone ( Day if possible)
Signature

-------

----

*Additional naaes :

How did you hear about this trip?
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M O VI E S
"ALL DOGS GO TO REAVEN''

"LOOK WHO'S TALKING" is a

is a Sullivan Bluth Studios I reland,

heartfelt contemporary comedy

Ltd. production for U nited A rtists

about Mollie ( Kirstie Alley). a

Pictures, I nc., in association with

single working mother in her mid-

Goldcrest

is

30's who Sets out to find a proper

directed by Don Bluth from a

father for her child Mikey. Baby

Films.

screenplay

by

The

film

D avid

Weiss.

Mikey is determined to make his

Morris F. Sullivan and George A.

opinion on

Walker serve as executive pro

through his actions and. unbe

the

subject

known

ducers, and Bluth, Goldman and

knownst to the adults around him.

Pomeroy are producers.

through the voiceover talents of

Charlie B. Barkin (Bu rt Rey
nolds), a roguish German Shep
herd with a shady past, breaks out
of the New Orleans Dog Pound
with the help of his faithful friend
I tchy (Dom De Luise), a nervously
hyperactive dachshund. He then
makes tracks to reunite with his
gambling casino partner Carface
Malone (Vic Tayback), a shifty pit
bull who has grown mysteriously
wealthy while C harlie langu ished
. in jail.
As Carface plots a potentially
deadly double-cross, Charlie leads
the way for an exciting, song-filled
story of rascals and puppies and a
lonely little orphan girl named
Anne-Marie. Her astounding ability
to talk to animals leads her and
Charlie on an adventure packed
with

thrills,

laughs,

tears and

true love.
Don Bluth, the director of" ALL

DOGS GO TO REA VEN," is con
sidered one of the

leaders in

today's animation ind ustry and
has worked on such

fHms

as

"Robin Hood"; "Winnie the Pooh
and Tigger Too''; "The Rescuers";
and "The Secret of NIMH." Bluth's

Bruce Willis.
Little

Mikey

favors

James

(John Travolta). an engaging cab
driver turned babysitter. James

has all the right qualifications -

he knows how to dance and how to
fly a plane and how to make
Mommy

laugh.

If on�

Mollie

could hear what Mikey is trying to
tell her By the time he learns to
talk. it may be too late.
"LOOK
directed

WHO'S
by

Amy

TALKI NG:·
Heckerling .

known for her comedic flair. is one
of the "w women directors work
ing regularly in motion pictures
Following the early success of
"Fast Times at Ridgemont High:·
Heckerling went on to direct the
comedies "Johnny Dangerously"
and "National Lampoo n's Euro
pean Vacation:·
"LOOK WHO'S TALKING:·

a

Jonathan D. Krane/M.C.E.G. Pro·
duction

for

Tri-Star

Pictures.

stars John Travolta. Kirstie Alley.
Olympia Dukakis. George Segal.
Abe Vigoda and Bruce Willis as

Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1 . The Calvin and Hobbes Lazy Sunday Book, by Bill
Watterson. (Andrews & McMeel, $9.95.) Collected cartoons.
2. The Prehistory of the Far Side, by Gary Larson.
(Andrews & McMeel, $1 2.95.) Larson's notes and sketches.
3. The Night of the Mary Kay Commandos, by Berke Breathed.
(Unle, Brown, $7.95.) More Bloom County cartoons.
4. Codependent no More, by Melody Beattie.
(Hazelden, $8.95.) Solving your own problems.
s. Yukon Hoi, by Bill Watterson. (Andrews & McMeel, $6.95.)
The latest Calvin and Hobbes cartoons.
6. Breathing Lessons, by Anne Tyler. (Berkley, $5.50.) An ord1nary
married couple discovers how extraordiAary their lives really are.
7. Trevayne, by Robert Ludlum. (Bantam, $5.95.)
The probing of a "hidden government" within the Government
8. The Cardinal of the Kremlin, by Tom Clancy. (Berkley, $5.95.)
The rescue of an American secret agent
9. Generation of Swine, by Hunter S. Thompson.
(Vintage $8.95.) 80's politics and popular culture.
1 0. The Road Leas Traveled, by M. Scott Peck. (Touchstone,
$8.95.) Psychological and spiritual inspiration by a psychiatriSt

New G Recommended
,. _... _ at _ .._.. _ Collgt _

The Floatplane Notebooks, by Clyde Edgerton. (Ballantine,
$4.95.) A Iunny and poignant family album of talk and tales shar1ng
the best-kept secrets of love, loss and learning to let go.

the voice of Mikey. Amy Hecker

Cat'a Eye, by Margaret AtwoOd. (Bantam, $5.95.) Contemporary
novel of a woman grappling with the tangled knot of her own hfe.

ling wrote and directed the film.

Mona Lisa Overdrive, by William Gibson (Bantam, $4.95.)

Multinational corporations and high-tech ouUaws vie for power,
traveling into the computer-generated universe known
as cyberspace.

RATED. PG 13

"An American Tail" was the win
ner of two Grammy A wards. "ALL

DOGS GO TO REA VEN" was
directed from a screenplay by

David Weiss and features a musi
cal score from Academy A ward
winning composer Ralph B urns.
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TRAVEL CEN TER
'

COME SKI WITH U$ . WI$COII$IN!
Sat. & Sun. - February.24 & 25, 1900
Paclaqe includes d6/uxe motorco.Jch tnnsportltion, �ent» & lift ticat ItA/pint Valley, ovemight accom
modations on sat. and filii btealdast on Sun. at tht Hi/tlJn Hott!l ln Ukf Gtntva.

TOUR TO 1.ITT1E EURDI'E" TotD•m & llonttea/1
Thurs thru Sun. - Apri/ 26-29
•

Four-day, all inc:IIJSM, flip during spring break illc/Udts both guided & independent slghts�ng tours, air
fa1e to & from Canada, and coach & nil while in Cvlada.

Please can BUSINESSPORT 1RAVR CENTER A T 7DI/339-2fiNJ lor our

1990 cruiss specials, to assist in

planning your vacation, group or individual trips, honeymoon specials . . . all ofyour travel needs.

Comprehensive
Computer
Service
Term Papers
Resumes
24 HR. SERVICE
Pickup & DelivE::-

(708) 339-8489

Statis tical Reports
Flyers Et A l

ABORTIONS
COUNSELI N G
PREGNA N CY TESTS
BIRTH CO NTROL
CM.'::1olt��/ 5Mvk»fl.icens«< St•ff
ub oo PrtllrllS4I•

2 1 9 769··3500
..

�e lO

GSU
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Clrusified

Museum showcases 'Christmas
around the World '

(708) 534-5000 X2140

The holiday traditions and cus

Another popular feature of the

toms of 42 nations and ethnic

Museum's annual Christmas pro

rities in

groups will be showcased during

gram is the "International Buffet"

These free programs are offered

the Chicago Museum of Science

for groups of 20 or more. Served

at 11:30 a.m. Monday through

and Industry's 48th annual "Christ

will be read by local media celeb

Monday through Friday by reser

Thursday, now through Dec. 21.

mas Around the World" Festival

vation only, the buffet prices are

Reservations are recommended

scheduled through Jan. 1.

$8.95 for adults and $4.95 for

and can be made by calling (312)

This year's Festival will feature

children. These prices do not in

684-1414, Ext. 2291.

a 30- ft. Museum tree and 39 12-ft.

clude tax. For buffet reservations

At the "Ice Rink Cafe" in the

trees bedecked with handcrafted

between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m., call

Museum's

ornaments, trinkets and garlands

the Museum at (312) 684-1414, Ext.

throughout the Christmas Fes

from the lands of the various par

2291.

tival, visitors will be able to sam

East

Court,

open

ticipants, as well as three nativity

Other highlights include four

ple a wide assortment of sand

scenes. Decorations are faithful

window displays on loan from

wiches, coffees, teas, hot choco

re-creations, carefully designed

Marshall

and crafted to emit a familiar old

Store.

world feel.

throughout the Festival, feature

For the first time in the history
of

the

Festival.

accomplished

Field's

State

Street

The windows, scattered

lates,

hot

cider

and

ethnic

pastries.
Visitors will be able to take a lit

highlights from the animated win

tle bit of the Festival home with

dows

them

that

have

served

as

a

when

they

stop

in

Chicago tradition for many years

Museum's festiveChristmas Shoppe

formances on a new 20-ft. indoor

on State Street.

in the East Court. The Shoppe will

rink.

Skaters from the American

Jolly old Santa will be available

Amateur Ice Skating Association

for photos and visits at "Santa's

naments and decorations, many of

will perform daily during Museum

Corner" in the Museum's East

them handcrafted in other parts of

hours.
Free

Court. Visitors can take a photo

the world.

theater

offer

hundreds

of

unique

or

performances

with Santa for $5.50; Museum

For more information on the

featuring the music, songs, dance

members receive a 10 percent dis

"Christmas Around the World"

and pageantry of the participating

count.

Festival, call theMuseum's reser

groups will take place in the
Museum's

Auditorium

"Lunch With Santa" will be held

through

in the Museum's West Pavilion.

Dec. 17.

vations number at (312) 684-1414,
Ext. 2291.

Box lunches will be available now

The Museum is located at 57th

through Thursday, Dec. 21, at 11

St. and Lake Shore Dr. Hours are

includes performances by more

a.m., noon and 1 p.m. Prices are

9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays and

than

choral

$5.50 for adults and $4.50 for

9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturdays.

groups and instrumental ensem

children. These prices do not in

Sundays, holidays and Dec. 26

bles. Performances are scheduled

clude tax.

through Jan. 1. The Museum is

Other Festival entertainment
100 Chicago-area

Monday through Friday every 45

as

closedChristmasDay. The Museum

minutes from 10 a.m. to 1:45 p.m.

"Rudolph the Red-Nosed Rein

Such

legendary

stories

is handicapped accessible. Ad

in the Museum's South Court.

deer" and "Frosty the Snowman

mission and parking are free.

Help \V anted
SPRING BREAK 1990 - Individual
or student organization needed to

TERM PAPERS - STUDENT
PAPERS - THESES - DESER
TATIONS state-of-the-art equip
ment. Ask about wordprocessing
training and user time on our com

promote our S pring Break trips.

Earn money, free trips and valu
able experience. APPLY NOW!!
Call: Inter-Campus programs: 1-

puter. Providing quality service is
our goal. Call: Patricia Kato 3962810.

800-327-6013.
Looking for a fraternity. soronty
or student organization that would
like to make $500 - $1,000 for a one

TYI"'INu: letters, term papers,
spread sheets, resumes. Reason
able rates. Call:
9319.

Brenda

ect.

720-

week on-campus marketing proj
Must be organized and hard
working. Call: Beverly or Myra at

PROFESSIONAL

the

skaters will deliver dazzling per
ice

Typing Services

the Museum's Auditorium

(800) 592-2 121.

ACADEMIC TYPIST

"ATTENTION - HIRING! Govern
ment jobs - your area. Many im

Don't Gamble! Have your PAPER
or REPORT typed by the PRO. We

mediate openings without waiting
list or test. $17,840 - $69,485. Call
1-602-838-8885. Ext. R9350."

are Reliable, Accurate and Reason
able. Call the TYPING PRO at
SPECTRUM (708) 758-9283.

Cruise Ship Jobs

For Sale

IT_OUR

"ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100.
Fords,

Mercedes,

Corvettes.

602-838-8885 Ext. A9350.''

Next deadline
jan. 11, 1990

"ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
from

Delinquent

$1

tax

( U-repair).

property.

South

1·206-73�775, Ext. 8995

Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-

HOMES

-

HIRING Men Women. Summerl
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL
Excelllnt PlY plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawu, Blhlmll ,
PICiflc, W.xico.
CALL NOW I Call reful)d��IP..

Re

possessions. Call 1-602-838-8885

Ext. GH 9350."

For Rent
S PFCJ AT. CAFE'I'F'RIA FOOD SERVICE

SCKEDUJF

FOR DECEMBER

ICj89

Disney World/Kissimmee, FL. 2

�IOMDAY , DECE&1BER I I Tffi OUGH �URSDAY DE CEMBER I 4
8 a )O a . m . t o I a )O p . m .

Wanted: SPM to share deluxe 2

bedroom. 2 bath, newly built
duplex. King-sized bed in master
bedroom.

GRI I.L SERVICE ONLY
�REAKPAST AV A I LAD LE
EXCEPT FRI DAY

bedroom

kitchen with dine-in

month

weekly, and monthly rates avail

Mash (708) 430-7981.

to

I a )O

p.m.

�UL SEHVICE ONLY

MONDAY , DECE.mER
B a )O a . m .

to

18

to

THR OUGH THURSDA� DECEMBER 2I

I a )O p . m .

I a )O

. CRilL SERVICE ONLY

cal/legal expenses paid. Please
call Cheryl collect to talk. (312)

GR I LL SERVICE ONLY

VENDING SERVICE AVAIJA8LE AT ALL TIMES

957-9650.

THE CAFETER I A WILL B! CLOSED POR THE CHRISTMAS

you cons i der i ng p l �c i ng your
oadop t i on?
We

FR I DAY ,

JANUARY S ,

:

!

have

hear t s

8 a )O a . m . to ? a )O p . m .
IOaa.m.

t o I a )O p . m .

i n��nt �or

Are

HOLI DAYS FROM DE CEMBER ·25 , TO WE DNESDAY JANUARY )

THURSDAY, JANUARY 4

included. Call:

love. a stable secure home, finest
education and full time mom.
Please help answer our prayers,
completely. Confidential. Medi

IIREAKPAST AVAILABLE
EXCEPT FR I DAY

p.m.

WE DNESDAY , JANUARY )

utilities

Adoption not abortion! Let us
adopt your baby. We are a happily
married couple who wish to adopt
a baby. We will provide all our

FRIDAY , DECEMBER 2 �
IOa a.m.

Palos

Adoption

FRI DAY , DECEMBER 1 5

a.m.

in

security and maintenance. $240/

area, washer/dryer. $55-$85/day,

able. Call· (31?.\ 7!\4-6641

IOa

apartment

Hills. Swimming Pool, 24 hour

l o ve

FULL SCHEDULE AND
FULL SER V I CE

us

as

been
set

wi th

mar r i ed

on
a

a

1 1

fam i l y .

chi l d .

Wi l l

a d o p t i ve p a r e n t s

years

and

W e w i sh
you
for

h�ve

to

p l ease
your

our

share our
c o ns i der

baby?

1 708 ) 963-9423
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Course on Native Americans offered
In

eastern

North

sights into the Native American,

UNIVERSITY

PARK

-

greater

Southwe st,

his culture and his rituals will be

plains

and

the

America,

the

prairies,

Pacific

coast.

For example. Dr. Bourgeois
said, "Indian use of natural fibers,
tendons. quills, furry parts and

outlined in the winter trimester

Stude nts will study recent ar

course "Art of Native Americans"

hides can be highly aesthetic

chaeology,

at Governors State U niversity.

although

materials, and study myths and

The three credit-hour course on

attributed

ethnological
to

intended

to

tap

the

mythic powers of an animal."

Indian

North American Indian art from

"Art of Native Americans" can

pieces houses in museums around

prehistoric contexts to the 19th

be taken for undergraduate and

the world.

graduate credit. The class will

century, will be given by Dr.

legends

review

"Personal protective visions,

meet from 7:30 to 10:20 p.m. Wed

Arthur Bourgeois, chairperson of

herbal bundles and sequestered

the Division of Fine and Perform

nesdays, Jan. 10 through April 18,

rituals have everything to do with

on the GSU campus.

ing Arts, who is a distinguished

Native American art where the

scholar and author of traditional

underlying logic is different from

and exotic art.

Division of Fine and Performing

ours and the technology is of

at (708) 534-5000, extension

His topics will include art from

another order," he explained.

,-N_
�
,piP•• �

I 755-21 29

RESUME PULL SERVICE AND FULL SCHEDULE
ON MONDAY , JANUARY 8 , I 990

For further information call the

Arts

2461.
.
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Soviets Get Taste of South Suburban Hospitality
UNIVERSITY PARK - A re

in your classes. All of you live (a)

cent meeting of United States and

good , quiet life (with) respecUul

Russia n

relations" among neighbors.

citizens

at Governors

State University helped bridge the
gap

created

by

Joining Fedorov were Natalia

governments'

Strejneva, A shot Kachatria n and

rhetoric .

Vlad im ir Lantuh.

Four

Soviet

were

Natalia Strejneva. 33. is an in

guests ofGSU faculty and staff at a

ternational tours organizer for the

Nov. 2 program on campus. The

Soviet A eroflot A i rlines. "I heard a

Soviets were in the Chicago area

lot about your country and I have

as

Suburban

an interest in your country," she

SANE/FREEZE during a 20-day

said of her decision to be part of

guests

of

visitors

South

goodwill visit to the U.S.

the exchange program. Before

"It is a very im portant thing to

joining Aeroflot the mother of an

meet common people," journalist

1 1 -year-old daughter had taught

Evgeny Fedorov, 3 1 . told GSU

English in elementary schools in

well-wishers. "On our level we can

Moscow.

find comprehension better than

Vladimir Lantuh, 46, is a pro

our governments. We lose a lot of

fessor and director of the Novo

stereotypes. Stereotypes (are) no

sibirs branch of the Eye Micro

good."

surgery I nstitute. During his U.S.

Fedorov said he expected that

trip

he'd

visited

several

eye

he'd " fine here good friends. but I

clinics and was very impressed

thought I'd see more polarization

with

Off
winter

Five years ago Fedorov said

medical care. H is one disappoint

lifting or an American boycott of

publishing his book on Soviet rock

ment

computers. The boycott was hav

and

ing a detrimental effect on his

because of the tough restrictions.

work. The U.S. government banned

Today publishing the book would

was

that

none

of

the

American doctors spoke Russian.
Ashot

Kachatrian.

theoretical

physicist

28.

is

from

a

State

9:20 p.m. Tuesdays, Jan. 9 through

courses

April 17. This course examines

in

U.S.

U n i versity's

governmental

institutions,

volvement

country.

build U.S./U.S.S.R. relations.

ended.

As

president

or

The

undergraduate
N ational

course

life in the U.S.S.R. has changed

history," he explained . "Now our

since glasnost and perestroika.

people have a lot or changes in

of practicing English, but he ad

''F ive years ago, it was very dif

their minds (about freedom and

mitted he was growing weary of

ficult to express ideas," Fedorov

openness).'' the writer said, yet

thinking and translating all the

said. "Now we have much more

"some want

time.

freedom with glasnost. We feel no

return)."

twelve state schools, according to
the book Crime

In Illinois, a state

Governors State's major crime
problem is that of theft. According

third is stationed in the campus

to Police C hief Philip R. Orawiec,
this problem is mostly caused by

building. All officers are state
level police and have medical
training.

In terms of physiological and

and Sciences guest lecture series

health effects. G roh reported that

on November 9.

in

the

p resence

tromagnetic

Dr. G roh. a biological and medi

of

elec

fields, the

human

cal researcher at A rgorme National

heart rate slows down from an

Laboratory. stated that an electric

average of 72 beats per minute to

blanket can expose a person to

70.

electromagnetic fields (non-ionizing

people's perception or how well

He

continued

saying

that

radiation) while he sleeps. He said

they are performing certain tasks

that increased frequency and in

can also be affected by elec

tensity of exposure will increase

tromagnetic fields. Epidemiologi

the risk of developing · · chronobio

cal

logical

a

incidence or childhood cancer is

weaker immune system. Accord

rela tively low. about 10 per 10.000 .

studies

suggest

that

"There's an association with can

studies

cer:· he said . "not a cause."

pregnant

females exposed to high doses of

According

to G roh,

sion lines. can be stopped. He said

full-term birth rates.
"People are most concerned

that the siding on your house can

with-household appliances." G roh

stop those fields. "You're more

sa id . E lectromagnetic fields fall

likely to be exposed to magnetic

orr very quickly with distance. he

fields. That's the potential threat,"

are

he stressed. The audience dis

worse than television sets because

played concern about the place

people sit closer to them. Dr. G roh

ment of school playgrounds under

listed video display terminal com
plaints including eye discomfort,

high voltage tra nsmission lines.
Groh added, "A lot of resea rch still

blurred vision, temporary near-

needs to be done."

is generally an
or

upperclassmen

older
and

Governors State do just that. he
says.
Orawiec gives three sugges
tions for preventing crim e: Be
alert. avoid carelessness. and

report anything suspic ious. Peo
ple. Orawiec says. are the best
prevention to crime.

holiday.

the

Finally

stmators that they have to get on

argument

with senate business.

after

much

Tommy's

intense

suggestion

was adopted by the senators. The

No matter what was said the

move

two executive boards wouldn't ac

for

a

referendum

was

passed. This referendum would

cede to each other. It was very dif

TH E
GS U � CO M M U N. I TY
SY M P H O N I C B A N. D
Under the Direction of
Dr. Charles E. Hicks

Featuring
Joseph Lenart. Clarinet Soloist

SU N DAY
DECEMBER 1 0

In the

p.m. and the next day was a

addressed the senate about their

presents

4 p.m.

Senate (Continued from front page)
Dean or Students Cathy Taylor

DIVISION Of FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS

1 989

•

Governors State
University Theatre
University Park, Illinois

establish two executive commit

ficult to hear what was being said

tees, one which would serve from

as everyone was talking at once.

October 1 thru April 30 and the

Things calmed down and one of

other committee from May 1 thru

the senators made the suggestion

September 30.

that both boards resign and a new

As the INNOVATOR goes to

board be elected from the other

press the senators are acting on

members. More debate followed

the referendum. The results will

causing some or the members to
leave as it was getting close io .5.

campus

crimes

State. Orawiec says. "Keep your
..
eyes and ears open . The people at

electric

fields from high voltage transmis

electromagnetic fields have lower

to

major violent

the

ing to G roh. animal and human

explained

no

Finally, Orawiec credits the
students and starr or Governor

The Governors State University
College of Arts and Sciences

miscarriages and birth defects.

and

is. according to the C hief. The

A lthough Governors State has

vents some or the difficultie s that

staff at (708) 403-3623.

risk of miscarriage. D r. Kenneth

duties

safety is the type of University it

gone.

those coming back for a graduate

Groh said at the College of A rts

terminals

Another credit to the campus·

crowd

condition associa ted with cataracts).

Computer

purses are easily snatched before

had increases by 21% last year.

s1ghtedness. opacity of lenses (a

said.

residential campuses have.

reported, the surrounding areas

Sleeping under electric blan

that

times officers are on duty. They
work 24 hours a day. 365 days a
year. Two of the officers are
stationed in a police car. while the

index of crime rates.

program. The campus is also a
commuting campus which pre

vide information on the courses
and give registration details. For

kets increase pregnant women's

suggest

power (to

Orawiec credits the safety to
his ten-member officers. At all

had

By Sharon Harr

as

strong

Safety & Security Tops At GSU

Street and LaGrange Road, O r
land Park. The staff there can pro

Electrical Fields
May Be Dangerous

such

''I'm not very optimistic. I have
a lot of skepticism because of our

further information call the office

Govern

ment"' will be offered from 6:30 to

disorders:·

has

language club, Kachatrian said

the owner is aware that they are

"American

A fghanistan

the visit was wonderful as a means

GSU's satellite facility is in the
Orland Parlt Place mall, 153rd

public administration.

in

The four Soviet visitors agreed

an English

carelessness. Radar detectors or

qu ired for the master's degree in

be much more commonplace.

newspaper contest on how to help

duced by the governing process.

through A pril 2 1 . The course is re

be
. _

published

edition.

in

the

January

dream''

But Fedorov said he is uncer

Park satellite facili ty.

fered from 9 to 1 1 :50 a.m. Jan. 13

a

tain or what lies ahead for his

fluence them and the policies pro

The graduate course "Seminar

like

but Kachatria n argues Soviet in

the informal pressures that in

in Research Methods" will be of

"was

the A merican visit after winning a

p�ogram

administration

after the

roll

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,

will be offered at the GSU O rland

public

shipments

oppression or difficulties."

menia. Kachatrian participated in

Campus Courses offered
- Two

computer

Ar

rated second safest among the

trimester

and

Kachatrian's major threat was
to learn how he could work for the

available.

Governors State U niversity was

Governors

care

One thing that sur

prised Lantuh was the high cost of

technology

UNIVERSITY PARK

the

lL
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finally discovered
th eformula for taking
the la nights out
of la b class . . .
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�s on

S /2's.

'11r i.'i new year, n·solve to m a i ntai n the perfeet clwm i ·t ry bctW('('Il work a nd fu n. We've just made it
t'asier� because now you ca n get a terri f ie buy on an I BM P t·rsonal System/2,® w it h easy- to-usc software
loaded a nd ready to go.
W hat's more. wlu·n you buy t he PS/2,® you w i l l gl't a mouse pad, a 3.5 - i nch diskette holder, a nd a
power st rip-a l l free. A nd you're entit led to a great low pri('c on t he PRODIGY® serv ice. A ide from a l l
t his. right now t l wn· arc special sav i ngs o n t lm·e o f t he most popular I BM Propri nters.'"
But t h is offer- l i ke t he hol idays-won't last long.* Ofl(·r ends Februa ry 15. 1990. Stop i n today!
P S/2 �JmJ,·I 30 286- 1 1\t b mt•mory. 80286 ( 10 l\1 1 1 z) pnx·t•s).or, one
:3.5 - i nd t tli!'kettt' tlrivt' ( 1 :�4-Mb), 20 M b lixt'tl disk drive, I B M Mouse,
8513 ( :olor Display, DOS 4.0, M icrosoft \Vint lows/286, "ord 5.0,* *
h OC W i ndows M a na r 'N
h OC W indows Exprcs
�
a nd h D C W i ndow Color.'N

$ 2 , 299

,'�

PS/2 Model 50 Z- l l\1 b nwmorv. 80286
( 10 M l lz) pr<X'e sor. om• :l5 - i rt< :h di ·kt•tlc
drive ( 1.41 �M b), 30M b lixt'd disk drive, M icro
Cha nnel'� architect u re, I Bl\1 l\1ou c, 8513 Color Display,
D OS ��.0, M icrosoft W i ntlows/286, \l'c>rd 5.0,** Excel,* *
h OC Wi ndows E xpress, h D C W i ndows M anager
a nd h O C W i nclnws Color.

$2 ,799

y

PS/2 Model 55 X-2 1\1 b memor ,
80386S\ 'N ( 16 M l l z) proce sor,
om· 3.5- i nch diskette drive ( 1 .441\t h), 60M b f i xed disk drive,
M i(·ro Channt•l an·hitccturc, I BM MouS4!, 8513 Color Display, DOS 4.0,
M icrosoft \V iru lows/386, Word 5.0,** E xct 'l ,* * h J>C W i ndows E xpress,
h OC Wi ndows M anager and h OC W indows Color.

$3,499

How're you go· ng to

o i ·?

/2 it!

For details on Student, Faculty and Staff Savings contact:
Academic Computin g Services
Jeff Slocum
534-5000 ext . 2 107
Free Micm.wift® lfimlfor IVimlows software with
selected PS/2 's tlrru December 31, 1989.
.- -.. --- - - - - -. - - - - - - --- - _ _...
_

• This oller 1s lim1ted to qualified students. faculty and stan who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530 E21. 8550 031 or 8555·061 through February 15, 1990. Preces quoted do nol nclude sales tax. handleng and/or
processeng charges. Check w1th yor.x 1nst1tut1on regard1ng these charges. Orders are subject to availability Pnces are subject to change and IBM may w1thdraw the promot100 at any I me w1thoul wntten nolice.
••Microsoft Word and Excel are the AcademiC Ed1t1ons
etBM. Personal Syslem/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of lnternat1onal Business Mach1nes Corporat100 PRODIGY IS a reg1slered serviCe mark and trademark of Prodegy Serveces Company, a
partnership of IBM and Sears. MICrOSOft IS a reg1stered trademark of Mterosoll Corporation
"'Pmpnnter and Mtem Channel are trademarks of lnternat100al Bus1ness Mach1nes Corporation. hOC W1ndows Express. hOC W1ndows Manager and hOC Windows Color are trademarks of hOC Computer
Corporation. 80386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. C>IBM Corp. 1989.
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